Abstract-This paper studies fog computing systems, in which cloud data centers can be supplemented by a large number of fog nodes deployed in a wide geographical area. Each node relies on harvested energy from the surrounding environment to provide computational services to local users. We propose the concept of dynamic network slicing in which a regional orchestrator coordinates workload distribution among local fog nodes, providing partitions/slices of energy and computational resources to support a specific type of service with certain qualityof-service (QoS) guarantees. The resources allocated to each slice can be dynamically adjusted according to service demands and energy availability. A stochastic overlapping coalition-formation game is developed to investigate distributed cooperation and joint network slicing between fog nodes under randomly fluctuating energy harvesting and workload arrival processes. We observe that the overall processing capacity of the fog computing network can be improved by allowing fog nodes to maintain a belief function about the unknown state and the private information of other nodes. An algorithm based on a belief-state partially observable Markov decision process (B-POMDP) is proposed to achieve the optimal resource slicing structure among all fog nodes. We describe how to implement our proposed dynamic network slicing within the 3GPP network sharing architecture, and evaluate the performance of our proposed framework using the real BS location data of a real cellular system with over 200 BSs deployed in the city of Dublin. Our numerical results show that our framework can significantly improve the workload processing capability of fog computing networks. In particular, even when each fog node can coordinate only with its closest neighbor, the total amount of workload processed by fog nodes can be almost doubled under certain scenarios.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the widespread proliferation of intelligent systems, Internet-of-Things (IoT) devices, and smart infrastructures, computation-intensive mobile applications that require low delay and fast processing time are becoming quite popular. Next-generation mobile networks (e.g., 5G and beyond) are expected to serve over 50 billion mobile devices, most of which are smart devices requiring as low as 1 millisecond latency and very little energy consumption [1] - [3] . Major IT service providers, such as Google, Yahoo, Amazon, etc., are heavily investing in large-scale data centers to meet the demand for future data services. However, these data centers are expensive and often built in remote areas to save costs. This makes it difficult to provide the quality-of-service (QoS) requirements of end users, especially for users located at the edge of a coverage area. To provide low-latency services to end users, a new framework referred to as fog computing has emerged [4] , in which a large number of wired/wireless, closely located, and often decentralised devices, commonly referred to as fog nodes, can communicate and potentially cooperate with each other to perform certain computational tasks. Fog computing complements existing cloud services by distributing computation, communication, and control tasks closer to end users. Fog nodes include a variety of devices between end users and data centers, such as routers, smart gateways, access points (APs), base stations (BSs), and settop boxes. According to Next-Generation Mobile Network (NGMN) Alliance [5] , fog computing will be an important component of 5G systems, providing support for computationintensive applications that require low latency, high reliability, and secure services. Examples of these applications include intelligent transportation, smart infrastructure, e-healthcare, and augmented/virtual reality (AR/VR). The success of fog computing heavily relies on the ubiquity and intelligence of low-cost fog nodes to reduce the latency and relieve network congestion [6] - [8] .
Over the last decade, there has been a significant interest in climate change and energy sustainability for information and communication technologies [9] - [12] . The telecommunication network infrastructure is already one of the leading sources of global carbon dioxide emissions [13] . In addition, the unavailability of a reliable energy supply from electricity grids in some areas is forcing mobile network operators (MNOs) to use sources like diesel generators for power, which not only increase operating costs but also contribute to pollution. Energy harvesting is a technology that allows electronic devices to be powered by the energy converted from the environment, such as sunlight, wind power, and tides. It has recently attracted significant interest due to its potential to provide a sustainable energy source for electronic devices with zero carbon emission [14] - [18] . Major IT providers including Apple, Facebook, and Google have already upgraded all their cloud computing servers to be fully supported by renewable energy [9] , [11] , [12] . Allowing fog nodes to utilize the energy harvested from the Nature can provide ubiquitous computational resources anywhere at any time. For example, fog nodes deployed inside an edge network can rely on renewable energy sources to support low-latency, real-time computation for applications such as environmental control, traffic monitoring and congestion avoidance, automated real-time vehicle guidance systems, and AR/VR assisted manufacturing.
Incorporating energy harvesting into the design of the fog computing infrastructure is still relatively unexplored. In contrast to data centers that can be supported by massive photovoltaic solar panels or wind turbines, fog nodes are often limited in size and location. In addition, it is generally difficult to have a global resource manager that coordinates resource distribution among fog nodes in a centralized fashion. Developing a simple and effective method for fog nodes to optimize their energy and computational resources, enabling autonomous resource management according to the timevarying energy availability and user demands, is still an open problem.
Enabled by software-defined networking (SDN) and network function virtualization (NFV) technologies, the concept of network slicing has recently been introduced by 3GPP to further improve the flexibility and scalability of fog computing for 5G systems [19] - [22] . Network slicing allows a fog node to support multiple types of service (use cases) by partitioning its resources, such as spectrum, infrastructure, network functionality, and computing power among these types. Resource partitions, commonly referred to as slices, can be tailored and orchestrated according to different QoS requirements of different service types (e.g., real-time audio, image/video processing with various levels of delay tolerance, etc.) [23] . Multiple SDN-based network slicing architectures have been proposed by 3GPP [24] , NGMN Alliance [5] , [22] , and Open Networking Foundation (ONF) [25] , [26] . However, these architectures are all based on a centralized control plane and cannot be directly applied to large-scale network systems.
In this paper, we introduce a new dynamic network slicing architecture for large-scale energy-harvesting fog computing networks. This architecture embodies a new network entity, the regional SDN-based orchestrator, that coordinates the workload processed by multiple closely located fog nodes and creates slices of energy and computational resources for various types of service requested by end users. To minimize the coordination cost, the workload of each user is first sent to the closest fog node. Fog nodes will then make autonomous decisions on how much energy resource is spent on activating computational resources and how to partition the activated computational resources according to time-varying energy availability, user demands, and QoS requirements. If a fog node decides that it needs help from its neighboring fog nodes to process a part of its received workload, or if it has surplus resource to help other fog nodes in proximity, it will coordinate with these fog nodes though the regional SDN-based orchestrator. Our main objective is to develop a simple distributed network slicing policy that can maximize the utilization efficiency of available resources and balance the workloads among fog nodes over a wide geographical area. The distributed and autonomous decision making process at each fog node makes game theory a suitable tool to analyze the interactions among fog nodes. In this paper, we develop a stochastic overlapping coalition-formation game-based framework, called dynamic network slicing game, to analyze such interactions. In contrast to the traditional partition-based coalition formation game, in our game, players are allowed to interact with each other across multiple coalitions, which has the potential to further improve the resource utilization efficiency and increase the outcome for players. Unfortunately, finding a stable coalitional structure in this game is known to be notoriously difficult. Because each player can allocate a fraction of its resources to each coalition, there can be infinitely many possible coalitions among players. It has already been proved that an overlapping coalition game may not always have a stable coalitional structure. Even it does, there is no general method that can converge to such a structure. We propose a distributed algorithm based on a belief-state partially observable Markov decision process (B-POMDP) for each fog node to sequentially learn from its past experience and update its belief function about the state and offloading capabilities of other nodes. We prove that our proposed algorithm can achieve the optimal resource slicing policy without requiring back-and-forth communication between fog nodes. Finally, we evaluate the performance of our proposed framework by simulations, using actual BS topological deployment of a large-scale cellular network in the city of Dublin. Results show that our proposed framework can significantly improve the workload offloading capability of fog nodes. In particular, even when each fog node can only cooperate with its closest neighbor, the total amount of workload offloaded by the fog nodes can almost be doubled especially for densely deployed fog nodes in urban areas.
II. RELATED WORK
A key challenge for fog computing is to provide QoSguaranteed computational services to end users while optimizing the utilization of local resources owned by fog nodes [27] - [29] . In [30] , the joint optimization of allocated resources while minimizing the carbon footprint was studied for video streaming services over fog nodes. A service-oriented resource estimation and management model was proposed in [31] for fog computing systems. In [32] , a distributed optimization algorithm has been proposed for fog computing-supported Tactile Internet applications requiring ultra-low latency services. SDN and NFV have been considered as key enablers for fog computing [33] , [34] . In particular, popular SDN protocols such as ONF's OpenFlow have already been extended into fog computing networks [35] . To Further improve the scalability and flexibility of OpenFlow when extending to wireless systems, the authors in [36] introduced a hybrid SDN control plane that combines the Optimized Link State Routing Protocol (OLSR), a popular IP routing protocol for mobile ad hoc network, with the OpenFlow to perform path searching and selection as well as network monitoring. Recently, a new framework, referred to as the hierarchical SDN, has been introduced to reduce the implementation complexity of SDN by organizing the network components such as controllers and switchers in a layered structure [37] . In particular, the authors in [35] proposed a hierarchical framework, called hyperflow, in which groups of switches have been assigned to controllers to keep the decision making within individual controllers. The authors in [38] developed a new control plane consisting of two layers of controllers: bottom-layer and toplayer controllers. The former runs only locally controlled applications without inter-connections nor the knowledge of the network-wide state. And the latter corresponds to a logically centralized controller that maintains the network-wide state. In [39] , the authors investigated the optimization of the hierarchical organization for a set of given network scales. It shows that using a 4-layer SDN is sufficient for most practical network scales.
Recently, game theory has been shown to be a promising tool to analyze the performance and optimize fog computing networks. Specifically, in [40] , a hierarchical game-based model was applied to analyze the interactions between cloud data centers (CDCs) and fog nodes. An optimal pricing mechanism was proposed for CDCs to control resource utilization at fog nodes.
To the best of our knowledge, our paper is the first work to study the distributed workload offloading and resource allocation problem for energy harvesting fog computing networks with fog node cooperation.
III. SDN-BASED DYNAMIC NETWORK SLICING

A. Fog Computing
A generic fog computing architecture consists of the following elements [41] - [44] :
1) Cloud Computing Service Provider (CSP) -The CSP owns and manages large-scale CDCs that can provide abundant hardware and software resources with low processing delay. CDCs are often built in low-cost remote areas and therefore services processed at the CDC are expected to experience high transmission latency. 2) Fog Computing Service Provider (FSP) -The FSP controls a large number of low-cost fog nodes (e.g., miniservers), deployed in a wide geographical area. Typically, fog nodes do not have high-performance processing units. However, they are much cheaper to deploy and require much less energy to operate. In this paper, we focus on energy-harvesting fog computing networks in which computational resources that can be activated are timevarying and solely depend on the harvested energy. 3) Networking Service Provider (NSP) -The NSP deploys a large wired or wireless network infrastructure that connects users to fog nodes and/or remote CDCs. 4) Tenants -Tenants can correspond to virtual network operators (VNOs) that lack network infrastructure or with limited capacity and/or coverage, and have to lease resources from other service/infrastructure providers. They can also be over-the-top (OTT) service/content providers, such as Netflix, Spotify, Skype, etc., operating on top of the hardware/software infrastructures deployed by CSP, FSP, and/or NSP. In this paper, we assume each tenant always requests networking and/or computational resources (e.g., slices) from one or more providers to serve the needs for the users. 5) Users -Users are mobile devices or user applications that consume the services offered by tenants. Users can locate in a wide geographical area and can request different types of services with different QoS requirements. Note that the above elements may not always be physically separated from one another. For example, a cellular network operator (an NSP) with insufficient computational resources can rent computational resources (e.g., server/CPU times) from a FSP to support computational intensive service (e.g., AR/VR-based services, online gaming, etc.) requested by its subscribers [45] . In this case, the NSP will also be considered as a tenant of the computational infrastructure of the FSP. Similarly, CSP/FSP can also rent networking infrastructure of an NSP to reduce the service response-time of its users. In this case, the CSP/FSP will be the tenant of the networking infrastructure of the NSP. The interaction between tenants and service providers (e.g., NSP/CSP/FSP) is closely related to the ownership as well as availability of the shared resources. In this paper, we consider a decentralized architecture and assume the tenants, CSP, NSP, and FSP are associated with different providers/operators.
In this paper, we mainly focus on the resource slicing/partitioning of the computational resources of the FSP and assume each tenant can always obtain sufficient networking resources from the NSP to deliver the requests of users to the intended fog servers.
B. Existing Network Slicing Architectures
A comprehensive SDN architecture was introduced by ONF in [26] . In this architecture, an intermediate control plane is used to deliver tailored services to users in the application plane by configuring and abstracting the physical resources. The proposed SDN architecture can naturally support network slicing [25] . In particular, the SDN controller is supposed to collect all the information needed to communicate with each user and create a complete abstract set of resources (as resource groups) to support control logic that constitutes a slice, including the complete collection of related service attributes of users. Although ONF's SDN architecture provides a comprehensive view of the control plane functionalities that enable network slicing, its centralized nature cannot support scalable deployment.
In [24] , [46] - [48] , the authors introduced the concept of 5G network slicing broker in 3GPP service working group SA 1. The proposed concept is based on the 3GPP's network sharing management architecture [19] , [20] . In this concept, each tenant can acquire slices from service providers to run network functions. In contrast to the ONF's network slicing architecture in which the slicing is created by exchanging resource usage information between tenants and service providers, the 5G network slicing broker allows the service providers to directly create network slices according to the requirement of tenants. It can therefore support on-demand resource allocation and admission control. However, the network slicing broker only supports slicing of networking resources that are centrally controlled by a master operator-network manager (MO-NM) 1 . There are many other architectures that can also be extended to support network slicing. However, in terms of the entities (either each tenant directly requests the service slices from the FSP, or tenants and FSP must negotiate and jointly decide the slicing/partitioning of the resource) that need to be involved when making network slicing decisions, these architectures can be considered as the special cases of ONF and 3GPP's architectures.
C. Regional SDN-based Orchestrator
We propose the dynamic network slicing architecture that supports large-scale fog computing network on a new entity, the regional orchestrator. In our architecture, each fog node i coordinates with a subset of its neighboring fog nodes C i via a regional orchestrator to create network slices for a common set of services requested by the local users. More specifically, each tenant sends the resource request together with the location information of each user. The workload request of each user is first assigned to the closest fog node. Each fog node will then partition its own resources according to the total received requests. If a fog node receives requests that exceed its available resources, it will coordinate with the regional orchestrator to outsource a part of its load to one or more neighboring fog nodes. Similarly, if a fog node has surplus resources, it will report this surplus to the regional orchestrator, who will then coordinate with other fog nodes to forward the appropriate amounts of their workload to the nodes with surplus resource. Our proposed architecture is illustrated in Figure 1 .
IV. PROBLEM FORMULATION
We consider a fog computing network consisting of a set of N fog nodes, labeled as F = {1, 2, . . . , N }. Each fog node i serves a set B i of tenants (e.g., VNO or service/content providers) located in its coverage area. Different types of service can have different QoS requirements, in here measured by the service response-time. Each tenant can support at least one type of service. Examples of service types that require ultra-low response-time (<10 ms) and high computational resources include AR/VR as well as traffic guidance and planning services for high-speed (self-driving) vehicles [49] , [50] . Other services that are more latency-tolerant (e.g., ≈100 ms) include speech recognition and language translation. Let V be the set of K types of service supported by the FSP. Each tenant can request a subset of the service types in V. We use superscript k to denote the parameters related to the kth service type. Let θ (k) be the maximum tolerable service responsetime for type k service. We assume the tenants can always obtain sufficient networking resources from the NSP to deliver their workload to fog nodes and receive feedback results. Our methods can be directly extended to support slicing of both communication and computational resources, e.g., if network resources obtained by each tenant can only support a portion of the users' workload, then the tenant will only request slices of computational resources to process this particular portion of workload.
A. Resource Constraints
We consider an energy-harvesting fog computing network in which the workload processing service for each fog node is powered by the harvested energy. We assume time-varying (slotted) energy harvesting and workload arrival processes as in [15] , [51] . Each fog node can harvest different amounts of energy and receive different amounts of workload from its users during different time slots. However, the workload arrival rate as well as the computational resource activated by each fog node are assumed to be constant within each time slot. We follow a commonly adopted setting [52] , [53] and assume that the workload arrival process for each service type k in each time slot t at each tenant b ∈ B i follows a Poisson process
,t is average number of requests received in time slot t. Accordingly, the aggregated workload arrival rate for each service type k at each fog node i also follows a Poisson distribution P λ
We focus on the computational resource partition/slicing and energy scheduling for fog nodes and assume that the NSP has an unlimited energy supply (e.g., powered by the electric grid). Several previous works considered renewable-energysupported communication services for large-scale network infrastructures [54] - [56] . How to optimize the utilization of renewable energy for both communications and computational services is left for our future work.
1) Computational Resource Constraint: We assume each fog node has limited computational resources that can be dynamically activated and deactivated according to energy availability. Various energy-control approaches have been proposed to allow electronic devices to dynamically adjust their power consumption according to the available energy supply [57] . For example, a fog node can scale up or down frequencies of its processing units depending on the computational workload. Another simpler and more widely adopted approach is to allow each node to dynamically switch on and off some of its processing units according to energy availability [58] . In this paper, we adopt the latter approach and assume that each fog node i has a minimum amount of computational resource, measured by the amount of workload that can be processed by each of its processing units per time slot. Let w i be the service rate that can be provided by each unit of computational resource at fog node i. Let p (k) i,t be the number of computational resource units activated by fog node i to serve the kth service type during time slot t. The maximum service rate that can be supported by node i for service type k can then be written as w i p (k) i,t . The workload that can be offloaded by each node i during time slot t cannot exceed the maximum service rate. In particular, suppose fog node i can only offloadα
The computational resource constraint at each fog node i is given by:
where ifα
i,t = 0, node i cannot process any type k workload received in time slot t. In this case, fog node i will have to forward all the received type k workload to other neighboring fog nodes or directly send to the CDCs. Ifα (k) i,t = 1, then fog node i will process all the received type k workload. Note that it is unnecessary to force every fog node to distribute resources to process all supported types of services. For example, some fog nodes can allocate all their computational resources to support a limited number of service types and forward the workload associated with other service types to other neighboring fog nodes or CDCs.
It is known that the energy-harvesting fog computing networks can exhibit significant temporal and spatial variations. The workload processing capability for each fog node can be further improved if it can forward some of its received workload to other neighboring nodes when it cannot harvest sufficient energy, and also help some of other nodes to process their workload when it harvests more renewable energy than needed. We therefore follow the same line as [59] and consider a fog node cooperation strategy, referred to as offload forwarding, in which two or more fog nodes can help each other and jointly process their workloads. Note that allowing every fog node to always forward part of its workload to all the other fog nodes is uneconomic and difficult to manage. Each fog node should only coordinate with a limited number of the closely located fog nodes via the regional SDN-based orchestrator. Let C i be the set of neighboring fog nodes that can be coordinated with fog node i, C i ⊆ F\{i}.
Suppose fog node i decides to processα
i,t workload of type k service in time slot t with the help of its neighboring fog nodes. Node i will need to carefully divide this total workload into |C i | partitions each of which can be forwarded to its neighboring fog nodes. Let α (k) im,t be the portion of type k load received by fog node i to be forwarded to fog node m, m ∈ C i , in time slot t. We also use α ii,t to denote the portion of type k load that will be processed by node i itself. Clearly,
2) Energy Constraint: Let e i,unit be the amount of energy consumed by fog node i to activate each unit of computational resource. We write the total energy consumed by fog node i to process type k service in time slot t as e i,t . The total energy consumed by fog node i during slot t is given by e i,t = k∈V e (k) i,t . Each node i has installed a battery that can store up to e i,max energy. We consider an energy-harvesting system with causality constraints. In particular, a node cannot consume the energy that will be harvested in the future. We further assume that a node cannot use the energy harvested in the current time slot. This is because the energy harvested by each fog node can be highly unstable and fluctuated. Most energy harvestingbased electronic devices have an energy-stabilizing circuit to stabilize the energy input into the battery, and each device is typically supplied by the energy output from its battery. We can write the battery level of node i at the beginning of time slot tẽ i,t as
whereê i,t−1 is the amount of energy that can be harvested by fog node i during time slot t − 1. We can therefore write the energy constraint of each fog node i during time slot t as:
where if fog node i decides to only process a subset of service types, we have e i,t = 0 for some k ∈ V.
B. Problem Formulation
In each time slot t, fog node i needs to decide the energy allocated to activate the computational resources for each type of services. Fog node i also needs to decide the workload to be processed by itself as well as those to be forwarded to others. In particular, each fog node i needs to decide the following two vectors:
i,t k∈V specifies the amount of energy spent on activating the computational resources to serve different types of services. 2) Workload offloading vector α i,t = α 
im,t , with offload forwarding, specifies the portions of received workload to be processed by fog node i with/without the help of its neighboring fog nodes. We assume that the CDC can offer a certain reward to incentivize the workload offloading behaviors of fog nodes. Each fog node receives reward only for workload that can be processed with the satisfactory QoS measured by the service response-time, i.e., the response-time π
for type k service of fog node i needs to satisfy π
The reward received by each node is closely related to the total amount of offloaded workload and types of service. This reward can be a monetary value paid to each fog node owner (e.g., FSP) or a virtual currency that can be used by fog nodes to exchange a certain service from CDCs. If fog nodes are deployed and managed by the NSP, the reward can be regarded as the control mechanism imposed by the NSP to regulate the workload offloading behaviors of fog nodes. π
depends on the amount of offloaded workload and energy distributed for type k service. For example, suppose that fog node i decides to offload α 
where τ im is the round-trip time between fog nodes i and m, with τ im > 0 for m = i and τ ii = 0. Note that α (k) jm,t = 0 for m ∈ C j means that fog node m has extra computational resource to process the workload sent by fog node j.
Let ρ
be the reward received by node i to successfully process each workload unit of type k. Generally speaking, the higher the required QoS, the higher the reward received by the service supporting fog nodes. However, with more stringent QoS, the total amount of workload that can be offloaded by each fog node will also be limited. The main objective for each fog node is to maximize the amount of offloaded workload that can be supported within the tolerable response-time. We follow a commonly adopted setting and assume the reward of fog node i is linearly proportional to the amount of offloaded services. More specifically, the reward obtained by fog node i from offloading type k service is given by
where α
im,t is the portion of workload that can be offloaded within the tolerable response-time.
Motivated by the fact that practical network systems can often tolerate small periods of performance degradation as long as the long-term average performance is good, we consider a system in which the main objective for each fog node is to maximize its long-term discounted reward. We can then write the sequential resource slicing and workload offloading problem for each fog node i as follows:
where γ is the discount factor specifying how impatient fog node i is, i.e., the smaller the value of γ, the more node i cares about the reward in the current time slots than the future.
V. DYNAMIC NETWORK SLICING GAME Let us introduce the dynamic network slicing game consisting of two sub-games: resource slicing sub-game and energy scheduling sub-game, as illustrated in Figure 2 .
A. Resource Slicing Sub-game
We first consider resource distribution among fog nodes in a single time slot t. Suppose the workload arrival rates λ i,t = λ decided the total amount of energy e i,t it will spend on serving the supported service, 0 < e i,t ≤ẽ i,t . Note that e i,t specifies the total amount of resources that is available at node i to distribute among different types of service in time slot t. We use e t = e i,t i∈F to denote the energy usage vector for all fog nodes in time slot t. We discuss how to schedule energy usage over different time slots in the next subsection.
The main objective for each fog node i is to carefully decide the energy distribution vector d i,t and workload offloading vector α i,t for the rest of the time slot t. Each fog node should always utilize all the activated energy resource, i.e., d i,t needs to satisfy e i,t = k∈V e (k) i,t . We use the framework of the overlapping-coalition-formation game to model the energy and computational resource slicing/partioning problem among fog nodes. The overlapping coalition formation game has been widely applied to study the resource allocation problem among multiple players. In this game, multiple players can form different coalitions and distribute their resources to serve different types of services. Coalitions are overlapped when the same player joins different coalitions to serve different service types [60] .
Let us formally introduce the resource slicing sub-game. Definition 1: A resource slicing sub-game is defined by a tuple G = F, e t , V, where F is the set of fog nodes that correspond to the players of the game, e t = e i,t i∈F is the energy resources that can be distributed by fog nodes, V is the set of service types for each fog node to distribute energy, is the vector of rewards received by fog nodes.
We give a more detailed discussion for each of the above elements as follows. Each fog node can divide its energy e i,t into different partitions (slices) each of which will be allocated to activate the computational resource to support a specific type of service. Each fog node needs to carefully decide the amount of workload that can be offloaded by itself and/or with the help of its neighboring fog nodes. The main objective for each fog node is to maximize its reward received in the currently time slot. We define a (resource) slice c (k) for type k service as a vector of energy distributed by fog nodes to serve type k service, i.e., c
i,t i∈F . Note that it is not necessary for every fog node to distribute energy to support all types of services, e.g., fog node i may have e i,t = 0}. We define a (resource) slicing structure c = c
k∈V as a vector specifying the energy allocation for fog nodes among all supported services.
We consider a transferrable-utility game setting in which the total reward obtained by a slice can be freely transferred among contributing fog nodes. In this case, the main objective for each fog node is to maximize the total workload offloaded for each type of service. We define the worth of slice c (k) as the total reward that can be obtained by all the member fog nodes distributing energy to type k service. In particular, we write the worth of a slice c
Let us consider the workload offloading vectors for each given slicing c. We can show that the optimal workload offloading vector α (k) * for a given slicing structure c that maximizes the reward of slice for type k service is unique. More specifically, let us first consider the case that each fog node cannot seek help from other fog nodes but can only process the received workload by its on-board processors. Since the reward received by each fog node i is proportional to the amount of offloaded workload, for a given energy distribution vector d i,t , the optimal portion of offloaded workload can be derived by setting π
A for the expression of π i,t ) which is given by
From (9), we can observe that since, for a given energy distribution vector d i,t = e (k) i,t k∈V , the optimal workload offloading vector α *
i,t ) k∈V can be fully determined, the joint optimization problem for both computational and energy resource distribution is equivalent to only optimizing the energy distribution d i,t among all supported types of service.
If each fog node can use offload forwarding to cooperate with its neighboring fog nodes as described in Section IV, we can then write the optimal workload offloading vector
k∈V,m∈C∪{i},i∈F where
≤ θ (k) and constraints (1), (2), (4),
Note that since
can be considered as a linear combination of α and c (k) , fog nodes only needs to decide the optimal slicing c (k) * for each service type k.
We can observe that the worth function is monotone, i.e.,
for all i ∈ F. In other words, the more energy has been distributed to a slice, the higher reward can be received by the fog nodes.
We define a reward allocation among member fog nodes for each slice c
i,t i∈supp(c (k) ) which describes the worth distributed among fog nodes for serving type k service.
(k) is said to be efficient if i∈supp(c (k) ) (k)
is also called imputation if it is efficient and satisfies the individual rationality, i.e., k∈V . The resource distribution and negotiation among fog nodes across different types of services can be very complex. For example, when two or more fog nodes decide to cooperate to offload a specific type of service, they can also impose a certain term that may affect their cooperation with other fog nodes when serving some other types of service. When a fog node deviates from a slicing agreement for a specific type of service, it will also affect its cooperation with other fog nodes in other service types. The main solution concept in the resource slicing sub-game is the core. We extend the concept of the conservative core in the overlapping coalition formation game into our resource slicing sub-game as follows:
Definition 2: Given a resource slicing sub-game G = F, c t , V, and a subset of fog nodes N ⊆ F. Suppose c, and c , are two slicing agreements such that for any slice c
We say that slicing agreement c , is a profitable deviation of N from c, if for all j ∈ N, we have j (c ) > j (c). We say that a slicing agreement c, is in the core of G if no subset of F has a profitable deviation from it. In other words, for any subsets of fog nodes N ⊆ F, any slicing structure c , and any imputation , we have j (c ) ≤ j (c). We can prove the following result.
Theorem 1: The core of the resource slicing sub-game is non-empty and consists of an unique outcome that maximizes the social welfare.
Proof: See Appendix B. From Theorem 1, we can observe that if all the fog nodes have decided their total amount of energy consumed in each time slot, the optimal slicing structure that maximizes the total reward of the fog nodes is unique and stable. In the next subsection, we investigate the energy scheduling for fog nodes in which each fog node i seeks an optimal energy scheduling policy that can maximize its long-term discounted reward.
B. Energy Scheduling Sub-game
From the previous discussion, we can observe that resource slicing among fog nodes in each time slot is closely related to the total amount of energy that can be used by fog nodes to activate their computational resources. Each fog node can further improve its long-term reward by scheduling its energy usage over different time slots according to the evolution of the energy harvesting and workload arrival processes. In this section, we assume for each given energy distribution vector e t , fog nodes can always partition their energy among all the supported types of service as described in Section V-A. We model the scheduling of energy usage among fog nodes in a time-varying environment as a stochastic game, referred to as the energy scheduling sub-game.
Definition 3: A energy scheduling sub-game is a tuple G = F, Y, A, S, Ω, Θ, T, , where F is the set of fog nodes, Y = × i∈F Y i is the set of type profile where Y i is the type space for each fog node i, A is the set of action profile, S is the set of possible outcome states, Ω is the set of observations that can be obtained by each fog node, Θ is the observation function of fog nodes, T (s , a, s) is the state transition function, and is the vector of reward functions for fog nodes.
We give a detailed discussion on each of the above elements as follows: each fog node (player) is assumed to be rational and always tries to maximize its long-term discounted reward. The action of each fog node corresponds to the energy it scheduled on activating the computational resources as well as the resource distribution in each time slot, i.e., we have a i,t = d i,t , α i,t , e i,t for α t = α i,t i∈F ∈ A. The type of each fog node reflects its "workload offloading capability" related to how much this fog node can help or rely on other fog nodes to offload service workload. It depends on the battery level, computational power, and the number of neighboring fog nodes, QoS requirements of associated users, as well as the long-term energy harvesting and workload arrival processes. Each fog node can perfectly know its own type but not those of others. The state, denoted as s t ∈ S in time slot t, is a composite variable of the battery levelẽ t and workload arrival rates λ t of fog nodes. It is known that if the duration of each time slot is short enough, the energy harvesting and workload arrival processes for fog nodes can possess the Markov property, that is the conditional probability distribution of future states only depends on the present state [51] , [61] . Let Pr (ê t |ê t−1 ) and Pr (λ t |λ t−1 ) be the transition probabilities for energy harvesting and workload arrival process between two consecutive time slots whereê t = ê i,t i∈F and λ t = λ i,t i∈F . Since the workload arrival and energy harvesting are two independent processes, we can then apply Bayes' rule [61] , [62] and calculate the state transition function T (s t , s t−1 , a t−1 ) as follows:
whereẽ t = {ẽ i,t } i∈F andẽ i,t is given in (3). Each fog node cannot observe the complete state (e.g., the battery levels and the workload arrival rates of other nodes) at the beginning of each time slot but can obtain a partial observation labeled as o i,t . The observation of each fog node at the beginning of each time slot can be its observed initial environmental condition and workload received by itself as well as that from the neighboring fog nodes. For example, if all fog nodes are co-located in the same area, they may observe the similar energy harvesting process (e.g., solar or wind powers collected by co-located fog nodes can have a strong correlation.) and traffic arrival rates (e.g., users located in the same coverage area can have similar traffic patterns.). Each fog node i can then infer the unknown information of other fog nodes from its own observed battery levelẽ i,t and workload arrival rate λ i,t−1 during the previous time slots. More specifically, fog node i can infer an observation function specifying the probability distribution of all its possible observations given the action profile and resulting state as follows:
where −i denotes all the fog nodes except fog node i. Each fog node i can establish a belief functionb i y −i |s about the unknown types of others under each possible state s ∈ S. This belief function will help the fog node choose the most "capable" fog nodes from its neighbors to forward its workload without having the complete information about their types. Each fog node can decide its action at the beginning of each time slot by utilizing its observation and belief function. The action profile of all the fog nodes will jointly determine a stochastic outcome state of the game. Each outcome state and action profile determine the reward for each fog node. The main objective for each fog node is to find the optimal policy such that no fog node can further improve its long-term reward by unilaterally deviating from this policy. Note that since each fog node cannot know the state and types of other fog nodes, it cannot know the exactly value of the final reward obtained when joining each possible coalition. However, the repeated interaction among fog nodes provides each fog node with the opportunities to learn from the past experience and estimate the expected reward when it forms different slicing structures with different neighboring fog nodes. More specifically, each fog node i can establish and maintain a belief function reflecting its private belief about the types of neighboring fog nodes. Each fog node i's belief function b i is a probability distribution function over types of other fog nodes under each given state. We write b i y −i , s as the probability that fog node i assigns to other fog nodes in state s. We follow the commonly adopted setting and assume the decision of each fog node cannot directly affect the decision making process of other fog nodes [62] , [63] . In addition, each fog node can also utilize its observation to establish a state belief function, a probability distribution function about the possible state, and combine this state belief function with the belief function about the workload offloading capabilities of other fog nodes under each given state. In particular, if a fog node i can have a belief function b i,t y −i,t , s t about the state and types of other fog nodes at the beginning of time slot t, it can calculate the expected reward¯ i,t as i,t = γ
It can be observed that if the belief function of each fog node can refect the true state and offloading capability of other fog nodes, each fog node can always decide the optimal actions to maximize its long-term expected rewards.
Let us now introduce a distributed algorithm based on B-POMDP for each fog node to establish and update its belief function about the state and the types of others from its past experience. Each fog node can then use the belief functions to sequentially update its actions to maximize its long-term discounted reward. We model the decision making process of each fog node as a B-POMDP. B-POMDP extends the traditional single-agent POMDP into multi-agent cases by allowing each agent to include its interactions with other agents as a part of the state space. We present the formal definition as follows:
Definition 4: A belief-state POMDP (B-POMDP) for the decision making process of fog node i is defined as B-POMDP i = S i , A, T i , b i , Ω, Θ, i where S i is the state space of fog node i, A is the set of action profiles for the fog nodes, b i is fog node i's belief function which specifies its belief about the state and types of other fog nodes, T i (s , a, s) is the transition dynamics specifying the probability of possible outcome state s for fog node i given that action a has been taken in state s, Ω is the set of observation for each fog node, Θ is the observation function and i is the reward function.
As mentioned earlier, the main difference between the B-POMDP and the single-agent POMDP is that in the former model, each fog node includes the decision making process of other fog nodes as a part of the environmental state. More specifically, in B-POMDP, the state space S i = U× j∈F\{i} M j for each fog node i consists of two parts: the set of states about the physical environment U which includes the harvested energy, battery level and received workload, and the set of possible model states about other fog nodes × j∈F\{i} M j such as their types that specify the decision making of these fog nodes under each state of physical environment. Each fog node believes that all the other fog nodes decide their actions according to an unknown distribution and fog node i's prior belief about this distribution can follow the Dirichlet distribution [15] , [62] , [63] .
At the beginning of each time slot, each fog node can obtain an observation o i,t about the current physical environmental state u i,t ∈ U and can therefore follow the similar approach as POMDP to updates its belief about the environmental state as follows:
where β = 1/Pr(o i,t+1 |a i,t , b i,t ) is a normalizing factor that is independent of u t . Each fog node cannot observe the types of other fog nodes but can derive the model information about the types of others after it finishes interacting with other fog nodes and receives the reward at the end of each time slot. In other words, there is a mapping function g i that maps the types of other fog nodes and the physical environmental state of the system to the final slicing structure and reward of fog node i, i.e., i,t , c i,t = g i (y i,t , a i,t , y −i,t , u t ) where c i,t is the slices that consists of fog node i in time slot t. Note that fog node i cannot know g i , but can develop a belief function about other fog nodes' type information by estimating the probability distribution about y −i,t from its previous observations of i,t , c i,t , a i , y −i,t and u i,t . In this paper, we adapt Bayesian reinforcement learning approach for each fog node to learning the unknown type information of other fog nodes [17] , [62] . Each fog node can update its belief information about the type of other fog nodes using the observed reward and slicing structure at the end of each time slot via Bayes' rule. More specifically, each fog node i in slices c i,t can update its belief function about types of other fog nodes in c i,t by
where β is a normalizing factor that is independent of y ci,t . Each fog node can then combine the obtained belief functions about the physical environmental state and types of other fog nodes to calculate the expected reward in each time slot. Each fog node will also evaluate the future expected reward by calculating a future updated belief state, i.e., we use B i (s i , a) to denote the estimated future belief state when the current state and action of fog node i are given by s i and a, respectively. At the beginning of each time slot t, fog node i can calculate¯ i (c i,t , s t , a t , b i,t ) bȳ (s i,t , a i,t ) ) , (16) where the first term on the right-hand-side of above equation is the expected reward fog node i obtained in the current time slot t, and the second term is the expected reward that fog node i can obtain in the future time slots, and υ i (B i,t (s i,t , a i,t )) is given by
From the above analysis, we can write the optimal policy for each fog node to decide its action as:
We can prove the following result. Theorem 2: The belief function in (15) can always converge to a stationary distribution. The policy in (18) is optimal for every initial state.
Proof: See Appendix C.
VI. IMPLEMENTATION AND NUMERICAL RESULTS
A. Dynamic Network Slicing in 5G Networks
The dynamic network slicing among multiple fog nodes can be supported by the network sharing management architecture recently introduced by 3GPP [19] , [20] . In particular, a network slice consists of a set of isolated computational and networking resources (e.g., processing units, network infrastructure, and bandwidth) orchestrated according to a specific type of service. Popular wireless services that can be supported by fog computing include voice processing (e.g., voice recognition applications such Apple's Siri and Amazon's Alexa services) and image processing (e.g., image recognition applications such as the traffic sign recognition in automotive devices). To facilitate on-demand resource allocation, admission control, workload distribution and monitoring, the regional SDN-based orchestrator can be deployed at the evolved packet core (EPC) with accessibility to the core network elements such as Mobility Management Entity (MME) and Packet Data Gateways (P-GW) via the S1 interface. Each fog node can be deployed inside of the eNB. Regional SDN-based orchestrator can coordinate the workload distribution among connected fog nodes via the X2 interface. Regional SDN-based orchestrator can connect with the network element manager (NEM) of each eNB to evaluate the received workload for every type of service and decide the amount of workload to be offloaded by each connected fog node. It also performs workload monitoring, information exchange and control of the computational resources belonging to different fog nodes through the NEMs of their associated eNBs.
B. Numerical Results
We simulate the possible implementation of fog computing infrastructure in over 200 BS locations (including GSM and UMTS BSs) deployed by a primary MNO in the city of Dublin [64] , [65] . The locations and coverage areas of the BSs are presented in Figure 3(a) . To compare the workload offloading performance with different deployment densities of BSs, we consider 5 areas from the city center to the rural areas as shown in Figure 3(b) . We assume a mini-server consisting of 100 processing units that can be activated or deactivated according to the energy availability has been built inside of each BS. We assume each fog node can support two types of services: image and voice recognition with maximum tolerable response-time of 50 ms and 100 ms, respectively. These values are typical for today's voice and image recognition-based applications [66] , [67] . Each processing unit can process 10 image or 40 voice recognition requests per second. We assume the number of energy units that can be harvested by each fog node follows a uniform distribution between 0 and a given value. We consider two settings of offload forwarding. In the first setting, each fog node can only cooperate with its closest fog node. In the second one, each fog node can forward its workload to any neighboring fog nodes within a limited distance called (offload) forwarding distance. We assume the round-trip time between two fog nodes within the workload forwarding distance can be regarded as a constant given by τ ij = 20ms. We investigate the fog computing system under backlogged traffic conditions.
To evaluate the performance improvement that can be achieved by offload forwarding, we compare the number of requests that can be processed by each BS in the five considered areas shown in Figure 4 . We can observe that by allowing each BS to cooperate with all the neighboring BSs within a 500 meters of forwarding distance can significantly improve the numbers of offloaded requests for both supported services. We can also observe that even when each fog node can only cooperate with its closest fog node, the workload processing capability in terms of the number of offloaded requests can almost doubled compared to the case without offload forwarding. The workload processing capability can be further improved if each fog node can cooperate with more neighboring nodes. Note that in Figure 4 , we observe that in areas 4 and 5, allowing each fog node to cooperate with other fog nodes within 500 meters cannot achieve the highest workload offloading performance. This is because in these two rural areas, some fog nodes cannot have any other fog nodes located in the 500 meters.
It can be observed that the round-trip workload transmission latency between neighboring fog nodes directly affect the performance of the offload forwarding. In Figure 5 , we compare the average number of offloaded service requests over all the considered areas when fog nodes within the workload forwarding distance have different round-trip time between each other. We can again observe that allowing each fog node to cooperate with all the neighboring nodes within the forwarding distance achieves the best offloading performance compared to other strategies even when the transmission latency between fog nodes becomes large. This is because in our proposed dynamic network slicing, each fog node can carefully schedule the energy consumed for activating the computational resources at each time slot. In this case, when the transmission latency between fog nodes is small, each fog node is more willing to spend energy in processing the workload for others or forwarding workload to others. On the other hand, when the round-trip time between fog nodes becomes large, always forwarding workload to other neighboring fog nodes will introduce higher transmission latency. In this case, fog nodes will reserve more energy for its own use instead of helping others.
In Figure 6 , we fixed the workload arrival rate of the voice service for each fog node and compare the workload that can be processed by the fog nodes when the arrival rate for the image services changes. We can observe that both offload forwarding settings can significantly improve the offloading performance for the video service. This is because when each fog node receives more workload for the image processing service, it will be more likely to seek help from other fog nodes and jointly offload this highly loaded service with others. We can also observe that each fog node is always willing to offload more workload for the voice service than the image service. This is because the voice service require less computational resources for each activated processing unit.
We consider the effect of energy harvesting process on the workload offloading performance of fog nodes in Figure 7 where we investigate the workload offloading performance of the fog layer when the maximum energy that can be harvested by each fog node is changed. Note that we assume the number of energy units that can be harvested by each fog node in each time slot is upper bounded by a maximum value. Therefore, the maximum amount of energy that can be harvested by each fog node also reflects the average energy that can be obtained by fog nodes as well as the energy available to activate the local computational resources. We observe that when the harvested energy for each fog node is limited, allowing two or more fog nodes to help each other can significantly improve the workload offloading performance of the fog layer. As the amount of harvested energy increases, more computational resources can be activated and the queuing delay of fog nodes will be further reduced. Finally, in Figure 8 , we present the convergence performance of our proposed dynamic network slicing with the learning algorithm introduced in Section V. We observe that our proposed approach can quickly converge to the optimal network slicing structure. We also compare the performance of myopic network slicing in which each fog node only tries to maximize the current workload offloading performance without considering the future energy harvesting and workload arrival processes. We can observe that allowing each fog node to carefully schedule its energy usage can significantly improve the workload offloading capability for the fog computing networks.
VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS
We have proposed the concept of dynamic network slicing for energy-harvesting fog computing networks consisting of a set of fog nodes that can offload and/or forward its received workload to CDCs using the energy harvested from natural environment. In this concept, each fog node can offload multiple types of service with guaranteed QoS using the computational resources activated by the harvested energy. The limited resources and uncertainty of the energy harvesting process restrict the total amount of workload that can be processed by each individual fog node. To capture the fact that each fog node cannot know the global information but can make autonomous decisions using local information, we developed a stochastic overlapping coalition-formation gamebased model to investigate the workload offloading problems. We observe that the workload processing capacity can be significantly improved if each fog node can learn from its previous interactions with others and sequentially refine the knowledge about the environmental state and private information of others. We have introduced a distributed optimization algorithm and proved that this algorithm achieves the optimal network slicing policy. Finally, we have considered a cellular network system that supports fog computing with renewableenergy-supply as a case study to evaluate the performance improvement that can be brought by our proposed framework.
Our work in this paper also opens multiple future directions. One direction of our research is to extend the proposed dynamic network slicing framework into new 5G core network architecture based on the so-called service based architecture (SBA). The design objective of this new architecture is to enable a more flexible deployment in which emerging services will be able to register themselves and connect to existing network components without introducing any new interface. Another potential direction is to extend the dynamic network slicing framework into fog computing supported by hybrid energy sources including both harvested energy as well as the power grid. In this system, the FSP will have to balance the energy supply from the free but uncertain renewable energy sources and that from the more reliable but costly power grid.
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APPENDIX A DERIVATION OF RESPONSE-TIME EQUATION (5) Equation (5) follows directly from the derivations in [52] , [59] . We provide a brief description here for the completeness of this paper. Let us first consider a simple M/M/1 queuing delay at a single fog node i serving type k service workload by the on-board processors. Suppose the maximum processing capacity is w i p (k) i,t and the amount of workload that needs to be processed by fog node i is given by α i,t . According to [68] , the response-time of type k service at fog node i is given by:
Suppose fog node i can forward part of its received workload to a set C i of its neighboring fog nodes. In this case, fog node i needs to divide the total amount of workload into |C i | partitions each of which will be sent to a fog node in C i . Let α (k)
ii,t be the portion of workload received by fog node i to be processed by its on-board processors. Let α (k) im,t be the portion of workload received by fog node i that will be sent to another neighboring fog node m for processing where m = i and m ∈ C i . We have j∈Ci∪{i} α (k) jm,t = 1. In this case, the total amount of workload that needs to be processed by fog node m is given by j∈Ci∪{i} α Combining all portions of workload processed by fog node i itself and the neighboring fog nodes in C i , we can obtain the response-time equation in (5). This concludes the proof.
APPENDIX B PROOF OF THEOREM 1
To prove Theorem 1, we need to first prove that the resource slicing sub-game can be considered as a special overlappingcoalition-formation game satisfying the property of convexity, that is, a coalition of players can obtain more reward when it joins a larger coalition. Let E (F) be the set of all feasible resource slicing agreements agreed by set F of fog nodes. We use c C , α C to denote a slicing agreement mutually agreed by a subset C ⊆ F of fog nodes. More formally, a resource slicing game is convex i c O∪C , α O∪C ≥ i c N∪C , α N∪C , ∀i ∈ C. Let us now prove that our resource slicing sub-game is convex. It can be observed that in the resource slicing subgame different fog nodes have different sets of neighboring fog nodes. The more fog nodes can cooperate with each other, the more resources can be utilized by all the member fog nodes. We can also observe that problem (10) is a linear function of α i,t . In addition, as mentioned in Section V, each fog node will only cooperate with a subset of its neighboring fog nodes if it cannot obtain a higher reward by forming a coalition with other subsets of fog nodes. Let us write the solution of problem (10) We can therefore claim that the network slicing game is convex.
We can now use the following theorem given in [60] to prove the non-emptiness of the core for our resource slicing sub-game.
Theorem 3: [60, Theorem 3] If an overlapping coalition formation game is convex, and the worth v is continuous, bounded, and monotone, and the maximum number of partial coalitions that each fog node can be involved in is finite, then the core of the game non-empty.
We have already proved the convexity of the resource slicing sub-game. Also, the worth defined in (8) satisfies all the above conditions. Therefore, we can claim that the core of the resource slicing sub-game is non-empty.
From the definition of the core and following the same line as [60] , we can prove that a network slicing agreement c, α is in the core if and only if
where v * c F is the supremum of v c F . In other words, any outcome in the core also maximizes the social welfare.
APPENDIX C PROOF OF THEOREM 2
We briefly describe the proof of Theorem 2 as follows. We can observe that the belief updating scheme for each fog node in (14) follows the Markov property. That is, the updated belief function of fog node i is only related to its belief, outcome state and action in the previous time slot. We can also observe that (16) is equivalent to the Bellman equation for singleagent POMDP. In other words, if each fog node regards the environment as well as the decision making processes of the other fog nodes as part of the system state, the workload offloading problem for each fog node can be regarded as a single-agent POMDP. We can then follow the same line as [69] to prove that (18) is the optimal policy for each fog node to maximize its long-term workload offloading performance. We omit the details of the proof due to the limit of space. This concludes the proof.
